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Abstract
We investigate in.nitely generated projective modules over the endomorphism ring of a biu-
niform module.
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1. Introduction
A well-known theorem of Kaplansky states that every projective module over a
local ring is free. A natural source of local rings is the class of endomorphism rings of
indecomposable modules. Not every indecomposable module has a local endomorphism
ring S, but it happens quite often that S is semilocal, or even better.
Facchini (see [6]) noticed that the endomorphism ring of any uniserial module has at
most two maximal one-sided ideals; so this appears to be a natural setting to generalize
Kaplansky’s result. Indeed, Dung and Facchini [5] proved that every .nitely generated
projective module over the endomorphism ring of a uniserial module is free, and their
proof works for the endomorphism ring of a biuniform module as well. Here a module
M is biuniform, if every two non-zero submodules of M have non-zero intersection,
and the sum of any two proper submodules of M is again proper.
Recently, Puninski [11] found an example of a uniserial module M whose endo-
morphism ring has a non-free projective module. Thus, Kaplansky’s result cannot be
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generalized even for rings with two maximal ideals. However, as we will show in this
paper, the theory of in.nitely generated projective modules over the endomorphism
ring of a biuniform module is interesting and highly non-trivial: many nice results
have been proved; and still many questions remain unsolved. We also show that the
class of endomorphism rings of biuniform modules provides a rich supply of examples
and counterexamples.
First of all, we will describe some basic machinery in this area—the so-called
dimension theory which was developed in [5], and based mainly on Bass’s treatment of
big projective modules. We will reveal a striking non-symmetry between epimorphisms
and monomorphisms of a biuniform module M as the main cause behind why .nitely
generated projective modules over the endomorphism ring S of M are free.
We also touch on the topic rings possessing a non-.nitely generated projective mod-
ule P such that P=Jac(P) is a cyclic module. Lazard [9] proved that this never happens
for a commutative ring, and JHndrup [8] extended this result for rings with polyno-
mial identity. With little eHorts we prove the same for rings with (left or right) Krull
dimension.
Later, ZJoschinger [19] found a precise criterion for when such a module occurs.
The .rst example of a (semilocal) ring with this ‘bad’ projective was constructed
by Gerasimov and Sakhaev [7]. In this paper, we give an easy criterion for when
there exists such a module over the endomorphism ring S of a biuniform module M .
Precisely, this module occurs iH there are f; g∈ S such that f∈ S is epi not mono,
g∈ S is mono not epi, and fg= 0.
Assuming additionally that S is left Bezout, we prove more: if f and g as above
do not exist, then every projective (right) S-module is free.
In the rest of the paper, we analyze particular examples of endomorphism rings of
biuniform modules. The .rst is an example of a uniserial module M such that there
exists an indecomposable (countably generated) projective non-free module V over
S = End(M), but the category of projective right S-modules can be described com-
pletely. Precisely, there are only two indecomposable projective right S-modules: SS ,
V , and every projective right S-module is a direct sum of those. Thus, the category
of right projective S-modules has ‘.nite representation type’ except that the decompo-
sition of a given projective module in a direct sum of indecomposables may not be
unique. Note that the relations in the ‘in.nite Grotendieck group’ of S can be calculated
precisely.
Although the ring S appearing in this example has a very ‘concrete’ nature, it is
very diMcult to gather an information about the ring structure of S. In this paper, we
show that S is prime, Bezout, uniform, and describe the lattice of two-sided ideals of
S. As a kind of reward we disprove two theorems of Sakhajev.
The second example gives a negative answer to a question posed by Tuganbaev
[18, 5.55]: is every right distributive ring right localizable? Choosing an appropriate
uniserial module M , we prove that its endomorphism ring S has many nice properties.
For instance, S is a duo uniform distributive semilocal ring which is neither left nor
right localizable. Also every projective left or right S-module is free.
Along our work we gather a lot of questions whose answers are unknown to the
author. The most important (and diMcult) are collected in the last section.
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The author is indebted to Dolors Herbera for essential comments on preliminary
version of the paper.
2. Preliminaries
A module M is called uniform, if the intersection of any two non-zero submodules
of M is non-zero. M is said to be couniform, if the sum of any two proper submodules
of M is proper. Finally, a uniform and couniform module will be called biuniform.
For instance, every uniserial module is biuniform, so a biuniform module need not be
local.
The notion of a biuniform module was introduced and investigated by Facchini (see
[6, Chapter 9]). We recall some prerequisites of this theory. Let M be a biuniform mod-
ule, and let S=End(M) be the endomorphism ring of M . Then all non-monomorphisms
of M form a two-sided ideal I such that S=I is a skew .eld. Also the set of all
non-epimorphisms of M is a two-sided ideal K such that S=K is a skew .eld.
Fact 2.1 (Facchini [6, Theorem 9.1]). Let S be the endomorphism ring of a biuniform
module M . Then every maximal right or left ideal of S is equal to either I or K .
If I and K are incomparable, then S is a semilocal ring with exactly two maximal
ideals, and S=Jac(S) ∼= S=I ⊕ S=K canonically.
Note that if I and K are comparable, then S is a local ring. We treat this case as
trivial in considerations below.
Recall that Add(M) denotes the category of direct summands of a module M (J ). If
we restrict J to be .nite, we obtain the category add(M). The following ‘projectiviza-
tion’ idea was proved to be fruitful in various settings.
Fact 2.2 (Anderson and Fuller [1, Lemma 29.4]). Let M be a right module over a
ring R, S =End(M). Then there is an equivalence between add(M) and the category
proj-S of 9nitely generated projective right S-modules. This equivalence is given by
the functors: NR → Hom(M;N ) and PS → P ⊗S M .
If M is 9nitely generated, this gives rise to an equivalence between Add(M) and
the category Proj-S of all projective right S-modules.
So, if M is .nitely generated, we may prefer to work in Proj-S, instead of studying
Add(M). But even if M is not .nitely generated, the category Proj-S is of special
interest. We brieOy recall how it works.
Let P be a projective S-module. By Kaplansky’s result (see [6, Corollary 2.48])
P is a direct sum of countably generated modules. So, struggling for structure the-
ory of projectives, we may assume that P is countably generated. (One can imag-
ine a situation where a direct sum of countably generated projective modules has
a better decomposition than every summand itself, but it is not the case
here.)
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The following remark describes the Jacobson radical of a projective S-module.
Remark 2.3. Jac(P) = PJac(S) = PI ∩ PK , and P=Jac(P) ∼= P=PI ⊕ P=PK canonically.
Proof. Jac(P)=PJac(S) holds for every projective module over any ring. From Jac(S)=
I∩K it follows that P Jac(S) ⊆ PI∩PK . So it remains to prove that PI∩PK ⊆ P Jac(S).
Take m∈PI ∩ PK , and realize P as a direct summand of a free module S(J ). De-
compose m = (s1; : : : ; sk), si ∈ S. Since m∈PI ∩ PK , si ∈ I ∩ K = Jac(S) for every i.
Then m∈P Jac(S) by purity.
The kernel of the canonical map P → P=PI ⊕ P=PK is PI ∩ PK = Jac(P). This map
is onto as in the ‘Chinese reminder theorem’.
Let (P) be the dimension of the vector space P=PI over the skew .eld S=I . Similarly
(P) will denote the dimension of P=PK over the skew .eld S=K . Finally, the dimension
of P, dim(P), is the pair ((P); (P)). For instance, dim(S)=(1; 1). Since P = Jac(P)
for every projective module P, Remark 2.3 yields that dim(P) = (0; 0) as soon as
P = 0. Also (P); (P)6! for countably generated P.
There is a nice arithmetic connecting dimension with the decomposition theory for P.
Fact 2.4 (Dung and Facchini [5, Proof of Proposition 2.9]). Let k = min((P); (P))
¡!. Then P ∼= Sk ⊕ Q, where (Q) = 0 or (Q) = 0.
Proof. The .rst part follows using standard projective cover arguments. Since the
dimension is additive, the second part is also clear.
There is an in.nite counterpart of the previous fact.
Fact 2.5 (Dung and Facchini [5, Proof of Proposition 2.9]). If dim(P) = (!;!) then
P ∼= S(!).
Proof. Since every two-sided ideal J of S is contained in either I or K , the S=J -module
P=PJ cannot be .nitely generated. Thus, P is uniformly big in the terminology of Bass
[2]. Since S=Jac(S) is noetherian, P is free by Bass [2, Theorem 3.1].
The following fact shows that, on the contrary to .rst appearance, there is no sym-
metry between epimorphisms and monomorphisms of a biuniform module.
Lemma 2.6. Let M be a biuniform module, S = End(M), and let P be a projective
right S-module. Assume additionally that one of the following holds true: (1) M is
9nitely generated; (2) P is 9nitely generated; (3) M is uniserial; or (4) every 9nitely
generated left ideal of S is generated by (at most) two elements. Then (P)¿ (P).
Proof. We may assume that P is countably generated. If (P)¡(P), then k = (P)
is .nite. By Fact 2.4, P ∼= Sk ⊕ Q, where (Q) = 0, (Q) = 0.
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(1) If M is .nitely generated, then Q is in the category of projective right S-modules
which is equivalent to Add(M). Then (Q) = 0, (Q) = 0 leads to a contradiction as
in [5, p. 100].
(2) If P is .nitely generated, then Q is in the category of .nitely generated projective
right S-modules, and this category is equivalent to add(M). Thus, we may proceed as
in [5, p. 100] again.
(3) Suppose that M is uniserial. Take any 0 = m∈Q, and realize Q as a direct
summand of a free module S(J ). Let m= x1s1 + · · ·+ xksk in this representation, where
xi are generators of S(J ), and si ∈ S. From Q=QI it follows that si ∈ I , i.e. ker(si) = 0
for every i.
Since M is uniserial, we may assume that ker(s1) ⊆ ker(si) for every i. Projecting
xi on Q, and decomposing again, we obtain s1 = r1s1 + · · ·+ rksk for some ri ∈ I . Then
ker(risi) ⊃ ker(si) ⊇ ker(s1). Since M is uniserial, this clearly leads to a contradiction.
(4) Arguing as in (3), we obtain IJ = J , where J is a left ideal of S generated
by s1; : : : ; sk . By the hypothesis we may assume that k = 2. Then r1s1 + r2s2 = s1,
and t1s1 + t2s2 = s2 for some ri; tj ∈ I . Since 1 − r1 ∈ I , (1 − r1)s1 = r2s2 implies
ker(s2) ⊂ ker(s1).
Similarly, (1− t2)s2 = t1s1 implies ker(s1) ⊂ ker(s2), a contradiction.
Now we can clarify the cause of the following result, which is just a repetition of
[5, Corollary 2.8].
Corollary 2.7. Every 9nitely generated projective (right or left) module over the
endomorphism ring of a biuniform module is free.
Proof. Let P be a .nitely generated projective right S-module, in particular (P),
(P)¡!. If k=(P)=(P), then P ∼= Sk by Fact 2.4. Otherwise, Lemma 2.6 implies
that k = (P)¿l= (P). Since P is .nitely generated and projective, P⊕Q ∼= Sm for
some m¿ k. By additivity, dim(Q) = (m− k; m− l). But then m− k ¡m− l, which
contradicts Lemma 2.6.
Thus every .nitely generated projective right S-module is free. Since (see [6, Propo-
sition 3.12]) there exists a duality between proj-S and the category S-proj of .nitely
generated projective left S-modules, every .nitely generated projective left S-module
is free.
Note that in Corollary 2.7 we can say more. Namely, since S has .nite dual Goldie
dimension, every right (or left) .nitely generated projective S-module has a unique
rank. Thus, S is projective free (even projective trivial) in the terminology of Cohn
[3, after Proposition 2.6].
3. From Z"oshinger to Sakhajev
The following fact describes rings with an in.nitely generated projective module P
such that P=Jac(P) is cyclic.
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Fact 3.1. Let R be a ring. The following are equivalent:
(1) there exists an in9nitely generated projective right R-module P such that P=Jac(P)
is cyclic;
(2) there are a; b∈R such that 1− (a+ b)∈ Jac(R), ab= 0, and b(a+ b)−1a = 0;
(3) there are e; b∈R such that 1− e∈ Jac(R), b2 = eb, and b = be−1b;
(4) the left-handed version of (1).
Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) is just (a) ⇔ (f) in ZJoschinger [19, Satz 2.3], if we set M = RR
(and take into account Satz 2.1).
The substitution a+b=e proves the equivalence of (2) and (3). Indeed b(a+b)−1a=0
iH b(a+ b)−1a+ b(a+ b)−1b= b(a+ b)−1b iH b= b(a+ b)−1b.
It remains to notice that (2) is clearly left-right symmetric.
But it may be instructive to give a proof of (3) ⇒ (1) following Sakhajev [15].
Since 1− e∈ Jac(R), e= 1− (1− e) is invertible. Then b2 = eb implies e−1b2 = b.
Let bn = e−nben−1, in particular b1 = e−1b. Then
bn+1bn = e−n−1ben · e−nben−1
= e−n−1b2en−1 = e−n · e−1b2 · en−1 = e−nben−1 = bn:
Thus bn+1bn = bn for every n. In particular, b1R ⊆ b2R ⊆ · · · is an ascending
chain of right ideals of R. Let P be the union of this chain.
Note that bkbn = bn as soon as k ¿n (say b3b1 = b3(b2b1) = (b3b2)b1 = b2b1 = b1).
Therefore, left multiplication by bn+1 is an endomorphism of RR that .xes b1; : : : ; bn.
It follows easily that P is pure in RR. Since P is countably generated, it is projective.
Suppose P is .nitely generated. Then bn+1 = bng for some n, and some g∈R.
Multiplying this by bn on the right we obtain bn = bngbn, hence bng = bn+1 is an
idempotent. But
b2n+1 = e
−n−1ben · e−n−1ben = e−n−1be−1ben:
Then b2n+1 = bn+1 implies e
−n−1be−1ben = e−n−1ben, which is the same as be−1b= b,
a contradiction.
Thus P is not .nitely generated. It remains to prove that P=Jac(P) is cyclic. Note
that Jac(P) = P Jac(R) = P ∩ Jac(R) by purity.
Clearly b = e−1b · b∈P. We prove that P=Jac(P) is generated by the image of b.
First b ∈ Jac(P). Indeed, otherwise b∈ Jac(R). Writing b2 = eb as (b − e)b = 0 we
obtain b= 0, hence b= be−1b, a contradiction.
Thus b ∈ Jac(P). We prove that bR+ Jac(P) = P. Note that 1− e∈ Jac(R) implies
1− e−1 ∈ Jac(R). Now b− b1 = b− e−1b= (1− e−1)b∈P ∩ Jac(R)= Jac(P). Similarly
b1e−b2 = e−1be− e−2be=(1− e−1)e−1be∈ Jac(P), hence be−b2 =(b−b1)e+(b1e−
b2)∈ Jac(P), and so on.
Note that a dual construction is also possible. Let an = en−1ae−n, in particular a1 =
ae−1. It is easily seen that ae=a2, hence anan+1=an for every n. Let Q be a left ideal
of S generated by a1; a2; : : :. Then Q is projective, not .nitely generated, and Q=Jac(Q)
is a cyclic module generated by (the image of) a.
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The advantage of using (3) in Fact 3.1 is that it makes the construction of P easy.
Replacing the elements e and b in Fact 3.1 by n× n matrices, we obtain a criterion
for the existence of an in.nitely generated projective module P such that P=Jac(P) is
n-generated. It is easily seen that such a P cannot be decomposed into a direct sum
of .nitely generated submodules.
Nevertheless, in Fact 3.1, we do not know if P is an indecomposable module, or if
P even admits an indecomposable decomposition.
Recall that a ring R is called right Goldie if it has a.c.c. on right annihilators, and
the right uniform dimension of R is .nite. The following result is due to Valette (see
the introduction in [19]).
Fact 3.2. Let P be a projective right module over a ring R such that every prime
factor of R is right Goldie. If P=Jac(P) is 9nitely generated, then P is 9nitely gener-
ated.
For instance, this applies to any projective module over a ring with a polynomial
identity. We can add one important case. For the de.nition of the Krull dimension see
[6, Section 7.2].
Corollary 3.3. Let P be a projective module over a ring R such that R has either left
or right Krull dimension. If P=Jac(P) is 9nitely generated, then P is 9nitely generated.
Proof. If R has right (left) Krull dimension, then the n × n matrix ring Rn has right
(left) Krull dimension. Passing to Rn we may assume that P=Jac(P) is cyclic. Using
left–right symmetry in Fact 3.1, we may further assume that P is a right module over
a ring R with right Krull dimension.
But then every prime factor of R is right Goldie by Facchini [6, Corollary 7.19].
Hence, we can apply Fact 3.2 to obtain 3.3.
4. The main result
Let M be a biuniform module, S = End(M). Recall that the (two-sided) ideal I
consists of non-monomorphisms, and the ideal K consists of non-epimorphisms. In the
following lemma we show how to improve (or deteriorate?) any element of I \ K .
In the sequel we freely use the following fact: over a semilocal ring every one-sided
invertible element is invertible.
Lemma 4.1. Let f∈ I \ K (i.e. f is epi not mono). Then there exists a u∈ S such
that uf∈ I \K and 1− uf∈K \ I (i.e. uf is epi not mono, and 1− uf is mono not
epi).
Proof. Since f ∈ K , f ∈ Jac(S). Then there exists u∈ S such that 1 − uf is not
invertible. Since f is not mono, uf is not mono (we write morphisms on the left).
Then 1−uf is mono. Indeed otherwise 0 = ker(uf)∩ker(1−uf)=0, a contradiction.
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Since 1− uf is not invertible and mono, 1− uf is not epi. But then uf is clearly
epi, otherwise M ⊆ im(1− uf) + im(uf) ⊂ M , a contradiction.
The following lemma is just the dual.
Lemma 4.2. Let g∈K \ I (i.e. g is mono not epi). Then there exists an h∈ S such
that gh∈K \ I and 1 − gh∈ I \ K (i.e. gh is mono not epi, and 1 − gh is epi not
mono).
Proof. g ∈ Jac(S) implies that there exists an h∈ S such that 1− gh is not invertible.
Since g is not epi, gh is not epi. Then 1− gh is epi.
Since 1− gh is not invertible and epi, it is not mono. But then gh is mono.
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a biuniform module, S = End(M). Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) there exists an in9nitely generated projective (right) S-module P such that
P=Jac(P) is cyclic;
(2) there are f∈ I \ K , g∈K \ I such that fg= 0;
(3) there exists a cyclic <at (right) S-module which is not projective;
(4) there exists a projective right S-module P such that dim(P) = (1; 0).
Moreover, if S satis9es one of conditions (1)–(4), then there exists a projective
left S-module Q such that dim(Q) = (0; 1).
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). By Fact 3.1, there are e; b∈ S such that 1− e∈ Jac(S), b2 = eb and
b = be−1b. Take f=e−b, g=b. Then fg=eb−b2 =0. It follows that f∈ I , i.e. f is
not mono, and g∈K , i.e. g is not epi. Since f+ g= e is invertible, f ∈ K (otherwise
f + g∈K) and g ∈ I .
(2) ⇒ (1). By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we may assume that 1 − f is mono not epi,
and 1− g is epi not mono (otherwise replace f by uf and g by gh).
We prove that 1− (f+g)∈ Jac(R), i.e. 1− (f+g) is neither mono nor epi. Rewrite
1− (f+ g) as (1−f)− g. Since both 1−f and g are not epi, 1− (f+ g) is not epi.
Similarly, 1− (f+g)=(1−g)−f. Since both 1−g and f are not mono, 1− (f+g)
is not mono.
Thus 1 − (f + g)∈ Jac(S). Take a = f and b = g in Fact 3.1. It remains to check
that b(a+ b)−1a= g(f + g)−1f = 0. But this is clear since f is epi, and g is mono.
(1) ⇒ (3). By the proof of Fact 3.1, we may assume that P is a pure right ideal
of S. Then F = S=P is Oat. If F is projective, then the short exact sequence 0→ P →
S → F → 0 splits. Thus, P is isomorphic to a direct summand of S, hence cyclic, a
contradiction.
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(3) ⇒ (1) Since S is semilocal, N=Jac(N ) is a projective S=Jac(S)-module for any
right S-module N . Then the result follows by ZJoschinger [19, Satz 2.3].
(1) ⇒ (4). Let P=∪ibiR be the projective right ideal of S constructed in the proof
of Fact 3.1. Since ab=0, b is not epi, i.e. b∈K . We conclude that b1 = e−1b∈P∩K ,
which is contained in PK , by purity. Similarly b2 = e−2be∈PK , and so on. Thus
P = PK , hence (P) = 0.
Since P=PI = P=Jac(P) is cyclic, (P) = 1.
Now take Q as it was constructed in the proof of Fact 3.1. Similar calculations show
that dim(Q) = (0; 1).
(4) ⇒ (1). Since every .nitely generated projective right S-module Q is free,
dim(Q) = (k; k), k ¡!. Since dim(P) = (1; 0), P cannot be .nitely generated.
Let us derive some additional properties of just constructed P.
Remark 4.4. Suppose that P is the projective module with dim(P) = (1; 0) as in
Theorem 4.3. Then
(1) P is indecomposable;
(2) P is a non-couniform module with a unique maximal submodule PI .
Proof. From dim(P) = (1; 0) it follows that P is indecomposable. Since P=PI is
one-dimensional over S=I , PI is a maximal submodule. Also (P) = 0 means P= PK .
Then by Remark 2.3 we have Jac(P)=PI ∩PK =PI . Thus, PI is the unique maximal
submodule of P.
Since P = Jac(P), there exists a cyclic submodule N of P which is not small. Then
N is not contained in PI , hence N + PI = P. Thus P is not couniform.
5. The Bezout property
A ring S is called left Bezout, if every .nitely generated left ideal of S is principal.
By Theorem 4.3, if there are f∈ I \ K and g∈K \ I such that fg = 0, then there
exists a projective right S-module which is not free. This gives rise to the following
question.
Question 5.1. Let M be a biuniform module, S = End(M) such that fg = 0 for all
f∈ I \ K , g∈K \ I . Is every projective right S-module free?
In this section, we answer this question aMrmatively in case when S is left Bezout.
Let us give an example that this situation can occur. Recall that a module M is said
to be uniserial, if the lattice of submodules of M is a chain. A ring R is uniserial, if
RR and RR are uniserial modules. Clearly every uniserial ring is local.
Lemma 5.2. Let R be a uniserial ring, 0 = r ∈ Jac(R), M =R=rR, and S =End(R=rR).
Then
(1) S is left distributive;
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(2) S is left Bezout;
(3) S is left uniform;
(4) if M is not simple, then S contains zero divisors.
(5) if R is a domain, then S is also right distributive, right Bezout, and right
uniform.
Proof. ((1), (2)) Since M is uniserial, it is biuniform. By Puninski [13, Corollary
11.5], every .nitely presented module over a uniserial ring is endo-distributive. In
particular, SM is distributive. Note that S is isomorphic to the ring R′=rR, where R′ =
{s∈R | sr ∈ rR} is a subring of R (and rR is a two-sided ideal of R′). This means that
SS=R′=rR is isomorphic to a submodule of SM =R=rR. Since distributivity inherits on
submodules, S is left distributive.
Recall that S=Jac(S) is a direct sum of (at most) two skew .elds. We apply the
following result by Tuganbaev [18, 3.33]: if S=Jac(S) is abelian von Neumann regular,
then every distributive S-module is Bezout. Thus S is left Bezout.
(3) Let 0 = f; g∈ S, and we check that Sf ∩ Sg = 0. Since S is left distributive,
by Stephenson (see [18, 1.17]) there is an h∈ S such that hf∈ Sg and (1− h)g∈ Sf.
Clearly that either h or 1− h, say h, is mono. Then f = 0 implies 0 = hf∈ Sf ∩ Sg.
(4) Suppose that S is not local. Then there is an f∈ S which is mono not epi,
such that 1 − f is epi not mono. Let f be given by left multiplication by a∈R.
Since f is not epi, a∈ Jac(R). Since 1 − f is not mono, there is an x∈R \ rR such
that (1 − f)( Tx) = 0, i.e. (1 − a)x = rt for some t ∈R. From x ∈ rR it follows that
r = xg for some g∈ Jac(R). Multiplying (1 − a)x = rt by g on the right, we obtain
(1− a)r = (1− a)xg= rtg, where tg∈ Jac(R).
Thus we may assume that (1 − a)r = rh, h∈ Jac(R). Note that (1 − a)−1r ∈ rR.
Indeed, otherwise (1− a)−1r = rv for some v∈R, hence r = (1− a)−1rh= rvh, where
vh∈ Jac(R). This readily leads to r = 0, a contradiction.
Thus, if b= (1− a)−1r, then Tb = 0 in M . If br ∈ rR, then the left multiplication by
b de.nes a non-zero endomorphism g of M such that (1 − f)g = 0. Otherwise it is
easy to see that b(1 + b)−1r ∈ rR, hence left multiplication by b(1 + b)−1 de.nes an
endomorphism g∈ S such that (1−f)g=0. From b ∈ rR it follows that b(1+b)−1 ∈ rR.
Thus g = 0.
Now suppose that S is a local ring. It is quite easy to check that Jac(R)r ⊆ rJac(R).
Since M is not simple, rR ⊂ Jac(R), hence we may decompose r = ab, where 0 =
a; b∈ Jac(R).
Then left multiplication by a de.nes an endomorphism f∈ S, and left multiplication
by b de.nes an endomorphism g∈ S. Clearly fg = 0. If f = 0, then f( T1) = Ta = 0
in M , hence a∈ rR, i.e. a = ru for some u∈R. Then r = ab = rub implies r = 0, a
contradiction.
If g = 0, then b∈ rR, i.e. b = rv for some v∈R. From Jac(R)r ⊆ rJac(R) it
follows that ar = rg, g∈ Jac(R). Thus r = ab = arv = rgv leads to r = 0, a
contradiction.
(5) Since R is a domain, the rings S = End(R=rR) and S ′ = End(R=Rr) are iso-
morphic (if we write endomorphisms of left R-modules on the right—see
[3, Section 3.2]).
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Precisely, an isomorphism  : S → S ′ may be de.ned as follows. Let f∈ S be given
by left multiplication by s∈R, i.e. sr= rt for a (unique) t ∈R. Then (f)∈ S ′ is given
by right multiplication by t.
By symmetry, all properties (1)–(3) holds true for S ′, hence for S, on the right.
Now we are ready to prove the announced result.
Proposition 5.3. Let M be a biuniform module, S = End(M). Also assume that S is
left Bezout, and fg = 0 for every f∈ I \ K , g∈K \ I . Then every projective right
S-module P is free.
Proof. For this proof, we will assume some basic knowledge of the model theory of
modules (see [10] or [13]). We may suppose that P is countably generated. First we
prove that P contains a direct summand isomorphic to SS .
Take any m∈P\Jac(P). Since S is left Bezout, the pp-type p=ppP(m) is generated
by a | x, a∈ S \ Jac(S). If a is invertible, then a | x is a trivial formula. It follows
that mS ∼= SS is a pure .nitely generated submodule of P, hence a direct summand
of P.
Otherwise a is not invertible. Choose n∈P such that na = m. The pp-type of n
in P is generated by b | x, b∈ S \ Jac(S), and we may assume that b is not invert-
ible. Clearly ba divides m in P, i.e. ba | x∈p. Since p is generated by a | x, a | x
implies ba | x. Prest’s lemma [13, Lemma 10.3] shows that cba= a for some c∈ S, i.e.
(1− cb)a= 0.
If 1− cb∈ Jac(S), then cb is invertible, hence b is invertible, a contradiction. Also
1 − cb is not mono. Thus 1 − cb is epi, i.e. f = 1 − cb∈ I \ K . From (1 − cb)a = 0
it follows that a is not epi. Since a ∈ Jac(S), g = a∈K \ I . Thus, we have obtained
fg= 0 for f∈ I \ K and g∈K \ I , a contradiction.
So P=P′⊕ S, and we apply the same construction to P′, and so on. If this process
terminates on some .nite step, then P ∼= Sk . Otherwise dim(P) = (!;!), hence P is
free by Fact 2.5.
For instance, Proposition 5.3 gives a criterion for when every module in Add(R=rR)
(R is a uniserial ring) is a direct sum of copies of R=rR. Note that [14, Theorem 6.7]
contains a more precise characterization of this situation.
6. An example
In this section, we analyze an example of a uniserial module M such that there
exists a non-free projective module over S = End(M).
Recall that a uniserial domain R is called nearly simple if R is not artinian, and
Jac(R) is the unique non-trivial ideal of R. For an example of a nearly simple uniserial
domain (which is essentially due to Dubrovin) see [13, p. 325]. The following fact
says that we can ‘coordinatize’ the Jacobson radical of a nearly simple uniserial domain
taking two arbitrary elements as a basis.
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Fact 6.1 (Puninski [13, Lemma 14.16]). Let R be a nearly simple uniserial domain,
and 0 = a; b∈ Jac(R). Then Jac(R) = Ra+ bR.
In the following example we calculate the ‘in.nite Grotendieck group’ of S.
Example 6.2. Let R be a nearly simple uniserial domain, 0 = r ∈ Jac(R), M = R=rR,
and S = End(M). Then
(1) there exists a countably generated non-free projective right S-module V such that
dim(V ) = (1; 0);
(2) every projective right S-module is isomorphic to S() ⊕ V () for some cardinals
; ;
(3) there is only one non-trivial relation between projective right S-modules: V ⊕
S(!) ∼= S(!).
Proof. All this is essentially contained in [11]. We just add some explanation (see
also [13, Chapter 15]).
By Puninski [11, Corollary 4.3] (and the Drozd–War.eld theorem—see [13, Theorem
2.1]), every .nitely presented R-module is isomorphic to Rl⊕Mk with k; l¡!. Since
R is a domain, every .nitely presented torsion module is isomorphic to Mk .
Thus the category Add(M) coincides with the category of pure projective torsion
R-modules. Since M is .nitely generated, Add(M) is equivalent to Proj-S.
By Puninski [11, Theorem 7.8] (see also [11, Corollary 7.5]) every torsion pure
projective right R-module is isomorphic to M ()⊕D(), where D is (the unique) uniserial
countably generated locally coherent torsion R-module. Let V be the image of D via
the equivalence. Then (2) holds.
By Puninski [11, Proposition 8.1] we have D⊕M (!) ∼= M (!). Then V ⊕S(!) ∼= S(!).
Let us prove that dim(V )= (1; 0). From Lemma 5.2 it follows that S is left Bezout.
We know that V is a projective non-free right S-module. By Proposition 5.3, there
are f∈ I \ K , g∈K \ I such that fg = 0. By Theorem 4.3, there exists a (non-free)
projective right S-module P such that dim(P) = (1; 0). Clearly P is indecomposable.
Since V is the unique indecomposable projective non-free right S-module, V must be
isomorphic to P.
The rest of (3) is by inspection.
The structure of projective left S-modules is also clear.
Remark 6.3. Let S be as in Example 6.2. Every projective left S-module is of the form
SS()⊕V ′(), where V ′ is a (unique) in.nitely generated projective left S-module such
that dim(V ′) = (0; 1). This decomposition is unique modulo relation V ′ ⊕ S(!) ∼= S(!).
Proof. Follows from Example 6.2, and the isomorphism S ∼= S ′ = End(R=Rr) (see
Lemma 5.2).
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Now we give a more detailed description of ring theoretic properties of S. Recall
that a ring S is left ∩-Bezout, if the intersection of any two principal left ideals of S
is a principal ideal.
Proposition 6.4. Let S be as in Example 6.2. The lattice of principal left ideals of S
is a product of a dense linear order with a largest element, and a two-element chain
where 0 = a∈ Jac(R) and r ∈ sJac(R).
In particular, S is left distributive, left Bezout, left ∩-Bezout, and left uniform.
Also K coincides with the left singular ideal of S, Sing(SS).
Proof. All this can be extracted from [11, Fig. 2]. Do not get involved into the model
theory of modules deeply, let us brieOy explain how to do this.
We may identify S = Hom(R=rR; R=rR) with (xr = 0)(M), M = R=rR, where f∈ S
goes to f( T1) = Ts∈M , s∈R. Then f is a left multiplication by s.
A superscript in the above .gure gives a pp-formula generating the pp-type of f( T1)
in M . For instance, xr = 0 generates the pp-type of T1∈R=rR, i.e. corresponds to the
identity map. If f; g∈ S then g∈ Sf iH there exists an h∈ S such that h(f( T1))= g( T1).
Since M is .nitely presented, this is equivalent to the inclusion p = ppM (f( T1)) ⊆
q=ppM (g( T1)), i.e. the pp-formula generating q is below the pp-formula generating p
at our picture.
It is quite easy to identify the kernel of f∈ S looking at the above .gure. Precisely,
if the pp-type of f( T1) in M is generated by either xs=0 or a | x ∧ xs=0, r ∈ sR, then
ker(f) is generated by Ts.
Note that K consists of non-epimorphisms, i.e. f∈ S such that f( T1) = Ts, where
s∈ Jac(R). Thus K is a lower line on the picture. Similarly I has the following shape:
In particular, SK is cyclic and uniserial, and SI is not .nitely generated.
Unfortunately, the lattice of left principal ideals of S says nothing about the multi-
plication in S. So, to .nd enough zero divisors in S, we follow other route.
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Let us prove that Sing(SS) = K . If g∈Sing(SS) then fg = 0 for some 0 = f∈ S.
Then g is not epi, hence Sing(SS) ⊆ K .
For the converse inclusion, let g∈K be given by left multiplication by a∈R. Since
g is not epi, a∈ Jac(R). We may assume that Ta = 0, i.e. a ∈ rR. Then r = av for
some v∈ Jac(R). Take any 0 = w∈ Jac(R). By Fact 6.1, Rwa + rR = Jac(R), hence
a=swa+rt for some s; t ∈R. Multiplying this by v on the right, we obtain r=swr+rtv,
i.e. (1− sw)r = rtv. Then left multiplication by 1− sw de.nes an endomorphism f of
M .
Since 1− sw is invertible, f epi. Note also that fg( T1)=(1− sw)a= rt which is zero
in M , i.e. fg=0. Then the left annihilator of g in S is non-zero, hence essential, since
S is left uniform (see Lemma 5.2). Thus, we have proved that K ⊆ Sing(SS).
Taking into account Lemma 5.2, we obtain:
Corollary 6.5. S is (left and right) distributive, Bezout, ∩-Bezout, and uniform. Also
I coincides with the right singular ideal of S.
Before considering properties of S more precisely, let us prove the following auxil-
iary lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let M and S be as in Example 6.2. If m = Ta∈M and t ∈ Jac(R), then
there exists a unit u∈R such that mut = 0.
Proof. We may assume that m = 0, i.e. a ∈ rR, and t = 0. Then r = ag for some
g∈ Jac(R). Take any 0 = w∈ Jac(R). By Fact 6.1, t ∈Rwt + gR, i.e. t = swt + gh for
some s; h∈R. Then u=1− sw is invertible, and ut = gh. Multiplying this by a on the
left, we obtain aut = agh= rh, hence mut = 0 in M .
Now we can understand the structure of the lattice of two-sided ideals of S.
Proposition 6.7. Let S be as in Example 6.2. Then
(1) S is a prime ring;
(2) Jac(S) is a simple prime ring (without unit). Moreover, if 0 = f; g∈ Jac(S), then
there are u; v∈ Jac(S) such that g= ufv;
(3) S has the following lattice of two-sided ideals:
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Proof. (1) Let 0 = f; g∈ S, and we need to prove that fSg = 0. Let m = g( T1),
where ppM (m) is generated by a pp-formula xb = 0 or a | x ∧ xb = 0, r ∈ bR. Clearly
ker(f) ⊂ Jac(M), hence there exists n∈ Jac(M) \ ker(f).
By Lemma 6.6, there is a unit u∈R such that nub = 0. Then there exists an h∈ S
such that h(m) = nu. Thus hg( T1) = h(m) = nu ∈ ker(f), hence fhg = 0.
(2) Let 0 = f; g∈ Jac(S). First, we show that there exists an h∈ S such that f∈ Sgh.
Let 0 = m∈ ker(f), and n∈ Jac(M)\ker(g). As above we may assume that ppM (m) ⊆
ppM (n). Thus there exists an h∈ S such that h(m) = n.
Then m∈ ker(f) but gh(m)= g(n) = 0, hence m ∈ ker(gh). Thus ker(gh) ⊂ ker(f),
which implies f∈ Sgh.
Now we prove that Jac(S)fJac(S) = S for every 0 = f∈ Jac(S). By (1) there
exists h∈ S such that fhf = 0. By just proved, f = pfhfq for some p; q∈ S, hence
f = pfhp · f · hfq2. Thus f = p′fq′ for some p′; q′ ∈ Jac(S).
Now, if g∈ Jac(S), then g= afb for some a; b∈ S (see the beginning of the proof),
hence g= ap′fq′b∈ Jac(S)fJac(S).
(3) As we have already seen, SfS = Jac(S) for every 0 = f∈ Jac(S). Also, if
f∈K \ I , then Sf = K . By symmetry, if g∈ I \ K , then gS = I .
Note that Sakhajev [16, Theorem 7] states that over any ring of .nite (one-sided)
Goldie dimension every .nitely generated Oat module is projective. In [17, Theorem 3]
he ‘proved’ that every projective (left) S-module Q is .nitely generated as soon as
Q=Jac(Q) is .nitely generated, and S has left Goldie dimension one. We show that the
ring S as in Example 6.2 gives a counterexample to both statements.
Indeed, S is left and right uniform by Proposition 6.4. Also S has a right projec-
tive module P with dim(P) = (1; 0). By proof of Theorem 4.3, S=P is a cyclic Oat
non-projective right S-module.
Also the projective left S-module Q from Theorem 4.3 is not .nitely generated.
Then S=Q is a cyclic Oat left S-module which is not projective.
Question 6.8. Let S be as in an Example 6.2. Give a ring theoretical proof of the
structure theory for projective right S-modules.
If we take S ′ = End(V ) ∼= End(D), the category of projective S ′-modules seems to
be even more enigmatic.
Remark 6.9. Let D be de.ned as in Example 6.2, S ′ = End(D). Then
(1) every module in Add(D) is a direct sum of copies of D;
(2) there exists a projective non-free right S ′-module P such that dim(P) = (1; 0).
Proof. Since D is uniserial, it is biuniform.
By Puninski [11, Proposition 7.6] D is pure projective. Then every module in Add(D)
is pure projective. Now (1) is readily follows from the description of pure projective
R-modules in [11].
By Puninski [11, Proposition 8.1] D is not quasi-small in the terminology of [6,
9.8]. Then, by Dung and Facchini [4, Lemma 4.5], for every m∈D there exists a
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non-invertible f∈ S ′ such that f(m) = m. Since (1− f)(m) = 0, 1− f is not mono.
It follows that f is mono not epi, and 1− f is epi not mono.
Since f is not epi, there is an n∈D \ im(f). Choose a non-epi g∈ S ′ such that
g(n) = n. As above 1 − g∈ I \ K . Since im(f) ⊆ nR, (1 − g)f = 0. But f∈K \ I ,
hence we can apply Theorem 4.3.
Question 6.10. What is the structure of projective right S ′-modules?
7. Distributive rings
In this section, we give an example of a distributive ring which is not localizable.
Let Z=Z[i] be the ring of Gaussian integers. It is well known that Z is a commutative
principal ideal domain (even an Euclidean domain with norm ,(a+bi)=a2 +b2). The
.eld of quotients of Z is Q(i). Let V1 = Z(2−i) be a localization of Z with respect
to maximal ideal (2 − i)Z . Then V1 is a noetherian commutative valuation domain.
Complex conjugation sends V1 to the noetherian commutative valuation domain V2 =
Z(2+i).
Let V = V1 ∩ V2. Then V is a semilocal commutative domain with exactly two
maximal ideals: I ′ = (2 + i)V and K ′ = (2 − i)V . Since every localization of V is a
commutative valuation domain, V is a PrJufer domain. Moreover, since V is semilocal,
it is a Bezout domain. In particular, the intersection of principal ideals of V is a
principal ideal. Also I ′ ⊃ 0 is a maximal chain of prime ideals of V , hence V has
Krull dimension 1.
Let R be the ring of formal power series 0 + x1 + x22 + · · ·, where 0 ∈V1,
i ∈Q[i], i¿ 1, and a (non-commutative) multiplication is given by the rule x = x T
( T is a conjugate of ). It is easily seen that R is a uniserial domain of (left and right)
Krull dimension 2. Let M =R=xR and S=End(M). In particular, M is a uniserial right
R-module of Krull dimension 1.
In the following lemma we show that the endomorphism ring of M is a trivial
extension.
Lemma 7.1. S = End(M) is isomorphic to the matrix ring(
T Q[i]=V1
0 
)
;
where ∈V . In other words, S is isomorphic to the ring of pairs (; v), ∈V ,
v∈Q[i]=V1, where the multiplication is given by
(; v) · (′; v′) = (′; Tv′ + ′v):
Proof. Every endomorphism of M = R=xR is given by left multiplication by r = 0 +
x1 + · · · such that rx∈ xR, i.e. rx = xs for some s = 0 + x1 + · · · ∈R. Equating
coeMcients in
(0 + x1 + x22 + · · ·)x = x(0 + x1 + x22 + · · ·);
we obtain Ti = i for every i. In particular T0 = 0 implies 0 ∈V .
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Thus, R′= {r ∈R | rx∈ xR} consists of elements r= 0 + x1 + · · · with 0 ∈V . Also
xR consists of elements x0+x21+ · · · with 0 ∈V1. Thus, S=R′=rR can be identi.ed
with V ⊕Q[i]=V1 via the map r → (0; -(1)), where - :Q[i]→ Q[i]=V1 is a canonical
projection.
Now, if r′ ∈ S, r′ = ′0 + x′1 + · · ·, then
rr′ = (0 + x1 + · · ·)(′0 + x′1 + · · ·) = 0′0 + x( T0′1 + 1′0) + · · · ;
which proves the claim.
Now we present ring theoretical properties of S in more details. Recall that a ring
S is a duo, if aS = Sa holds for every a∈ S.
Lemma 7.2. Let S be as in Lemma 7.1. Then
(1) S is semilocal with exactly two maximal ideals I=(2+ i; 0)S, and K=(2− i; 0)S;
(2) S is a non-commutative duo ring with an involution;
(3) S is distributive, Bezout, ∩-Bezout, and uniform;
(4) S has (left and right) Krull dimension 1;
(5) S is neither left nor right coherent.
Proof. First, let us calculate principal (right) ideals of S. Recall that every r ∈ S can
be written as (; v), ∈V , v∈N =Q[i]=V1. If  = 0 then a direct calculation shows
that rS = (V; N ) = Sr. Similarly if = 0, then rS = (0; vV ) = Sr.
It follows that S is a duo ring. It is easy to check that the map (; v) → ( T; v)
de.nes an involution ∗ on S, i.e. an idempotent ring homomorphism S → S such that
(rs)∗ = s∗r∗.
Note that (2 + i; 0)(0; 1=(2 − i)) = (0; 1) = 0, but (0; 1=(2 − i))(2 + i; 0) = (0; (2 +
i)=(2− i)) = 0. Thus R is not commutative and contains zero divisors.
By inspection, S=I and S=K are .elds, hence I and K are maximal ideals of S.
Note that T = (0; N ) is an ideal of S comparable with any ideal. Since S=T ∼= V , and
T ⊆ I; K , hence I and K are the only maximal ideals of S. (Note that I consists of
non-monomorphisms of M , and K consists of non-epimorphisms of M).
Recall that S is the endomorphism ring of a uniserial module M . Then Lemma 5.2
implies (3) (except of ∩-Bezout property, which can be checked directly).
(4) We know that the Krull dimension of S=T ∼= V is equal to 1. The Krull dimension
of TS is the same as the Krull dimension of NV , which is 1 by inspection. Thus the
right Krull dimension of S is equal to 1. Left Krull dimension of S is equal to 1 by
similar arguments.
(5) It is readily checked that the right annihilator of r = (2 + i; 0) is equal to
(0; -(1=(2 − i))V1) which is not .nitely generated as an S-module (since 12−i V1=V1 is
not .nitely generated V -module). Thus S is not right coherent. Similarly S is not left
coherent.
We recall a terminology concerning localizations by Ore sets.
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Let T be a multiplicative closed subset of a ring R such that 1∈T , 0 ∈ T . We say
that T is right permutable, if for every r ∈R, t ∈T there are u∈T and s∈R such that
ru = ts. T is said to be right reversible, if tr = 0 for t ∈T , r ∈R implies ru = 0 for
some u∈T .
The following fact shows that there are many permutable sets in a right distributive
ring.
Fact 7.3 (Tuganbaev [18, 7.7(1)]). Let R be a right distributive ring. Then the com-
plement of every maximal right ideal of R is right permutable.
T is a set of right denominators, if T is both right permutable and right reversible.
It is well known (see [18, 5.17]) that every set of right denominators gives rise to
a right quotient ring RT−1 and a homomorphism fT :R→ RT−1 such that ker(fT ) =
{r ∈R | rs= 0 for some s∈T}.
A ring R is called right localizable if a complement of every maximal right ideal of
R is a right denominator set. For instance, every commutative ring is localizable. On
the other hand, by Tuganbaev [18, 5.26(7)], if R is right localizable, then every right
maximal ideal of R is a left ideal.
If R is a right localizable ring, the machinery of localizations may be used with the
same eHectiveness as in a commutative case. Tuganbaev (see [18, 5.55]) posed the
following problem: is every right distributive ring right localizable? By Remark 7.3,
the only obstruction for this property may be a failure of right reversibility.
Thus, the following is an example of a distributive ring which is not localizable.
Proposition 7.4. Let S be as in Lemma 7.1. Then S is neither left nor right localiz-
able. Also every projective left or right S-module is free.
Proof. We prove that R is not right localizable. Precisely, we show that K is not right
reversible. Indeed t = (2 + i; 0) ∈ K , r = (0; 1=(2− i)) = 0 and tr = 0. If K were right
reversible, there would exist u ∈ K such that ru= 0. But it is easily checked that u is
not a left zero divisor in S (since u acts as an epimorphism of M).
Applying involution, we obtain that I is not left reversible, hence S is not left
localizable.
By easy calculations, fg = 0 for all f∈ I \ K , g∈K \ I . Then Lemma 5.3 implies
that every projective right S-module is free. Since S has an involution, the categories
of right and left S-modules are isomorphic. Thus, every projective left S-module is
free.
8. Problem page
As we have seen in Theorem 4.3, if fg = 0 for all f∈ I \K , g∈K \ I , then (at least
if S is left Bezout) every projective right S-module is free. But the most intriguing
questions appears if there is a non-free projective right S-module. Is a general structure
theory of such modules possible?
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Thus again let M be a biuniform module, S = End(M), and let P be a projective
countably generated right S-module. Splitting oH copies of SS as in the beginning of
the paper, we may reach a projective P such that (P) = 0 or (P) = 0. The .rst
problem is to eliminate the case (P) = 0.
Question 8.1. Does there exist a projective right S-module Q such that dim(Q) =
(0; ), ¿ 0?
Note that only the case  = ! is interesting. Indeed, let  = k ¡!, and let P be a
projective right S-module such that dim(P) = (1; 0). Then dim(Pk ⊕Q) = (k; k), hence
Pk ⊕ Q ∼= Sk . It follows that P is .nitely generated, a contradiction.
If the conditions of Lemma 2.6 are ful.lled, then we may assume that dim(P)=(k; 0),
0¡k6!. We know that there exists such a P with dim(P) = (1; 0).
Question 8.2. Classify projective right S-modules P with dim(P) = (1; 0).
Note that in Example 6.2 there is exactly one projective right S-module P with
dim(P) = (1; 0).
Question 8.3. Does there exist an indecomposable projective S-module P such that
dim(P) = (k; 0) where 1¡k¡!?
Comparing dimensions, it is easily seen that every projective module P with dim(P)=
(k; 0), k ¡!, is a .nite sum of indecomposable modules. This is not so evident when
k = !.
Question 8.4. Does there exist an indecomposable projective S-module P such that
dim(P) = (!; 0)?
Note that the main hope to construct a ‘bad’ projective countably generated S-module
is a projective module P with dim(P) = (!; 0). The ‘badness’ is revealed in the fol-
lowing questions.
Question 8.5. Does every projective right S-module admit an indecomposable decom-
position?
Note that Puninski [12] constructed a projective module without indecomposable
decomposition over the endomorphism ring S of a direct sum of two uniserial modules
(S has exactly three maximal right and left ideals).
But we still eager for something really ugly. Recall that a module N is called
super-decomposable, if M does not have an indecomposable direct summand.
Question 8.6. Does there exist a super-decomposable projective module over the en-
domorphism ring of a biuniform module?
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